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‘Nothing can be measured anymore
Every light is a spectrum
Every sliver is an open door’

Marian Goodman Gallery is delighted to present the first exhibition in
our London space of the work of Indian artist Amar Kanwar. Born in
1964 in New Delhi where he lives and works, Kanwar has distinguished
Such a Morning, 2017 (Video Still)
Digital video, color, sound; 85 min. Single channel, looped, Ed. of 6

himself through documentary films and multi-media works which
explore the politics of power, violence, sexuality, and justice. His
multi-layered installations originate in narratives often drawn from
zones of conflict and are characterized by a distinctly poetic approach
to the social and political. Darkness and violence are recurring themes
throughout all of Kanwar’s film essays.
Originally presented at Documenta 14, Such A Morning, navigates
transitions between juxtaposing states of minds, with each character
seeking the truth through phantom visions from within the depths of
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‘The film searches for a sensory, hallucinatory and metaphysical way to
re-comprehend the difficult times we are living in…It seeks to navigate
multiple transitions between mathematics and poetry, democracy and
fascism, fear and freedom,’, Amar Kanwar (www.indianexpress.com)
‘Such a Morning’ was produced with the support of the Kiran Nadar
Museum of Art, New Delhi, AKF Productions, New Delhi, and Marian
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